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SOLUTIONS OF SEQUENTIAL DECISION PROBLEMS
215 risk for any possible continuation (T, D); we take another observation if and only if w1 > z. It is not a priori clear that z will be a measurable function of xl, so that the set of points x1 for which we stop may not be 2 measurable. Actually, z always is measurable, as we shall show.
A characterization of the minimizing T = T* is obtained for hypotheses involving a finite number of alternatives under the condition of random sampling. It consists of the following: We are given 1K hypotheses Hi (i = 1, 2, -*, ic) which have an a priori probability gi of occurringr, a risk matrix W = (wij) wvhere wij represents the loss incurred in choosing Hi when Hi is true, and a function c(n) which represents the cost of taking n observations. It is shown that for each sample size N, there exist lo convex regions S* in the (i, -1)-dimensional simplex spanned by the unit vectors in Euclidean k-space whose boundaries depend on the hypotheses Hi, the risk matrix W and the cost function CN(n) -c(N + n) -c(n). These regions have the property that if the vector J(N) whose components represent the a posteriori probability distribution of the k hypotheses lies in S* , the best procedure is to accept Hj wvithout further experimentation. However, if s(N) lies in the complement of i1 S , the best procedure is to continue taking observations.
At any stage, the decision whether to continue or terminate sampling is uniquely determined by this sequence of k regions and moreover this sequence of regions completely characterizes T*.
A method for determining the boundaries of these convex regions is given for k = 2 (dichotomy) when the cost function is linear. It is shown that in this special case, T* coincides with Wald's sequential probability ratio test.
The minimax solution to multi-valued decision problems is considered and methods are given for obtaining them for dichotomies. It is shown that in general, the minimax strategy for the statistician is pure, except when the hypotheses involve discrete variates. In the latter case, mixed strategies will be the rule rather than the exception.
Examples of double dichotomies, binomial dichotomies, and trichotomies are given to illustrate the construction of T* and the notion of minimax solutions.
It may be remarked that the problem of optimum sequential choice among several actions is closely allied to the economic problem of the rational behavior of an entrepreneur under conditions of uncertainty. At each point in time, the entrepreneur has the choice between entering into some imperfectly liquid commitment and holding part or all of his funds in cash pending the acquisition of additional information, the latter being costly because of the foregone profits. This will be the main result of this section. It follows that the expected loss from a procedure T may be taken as w(T), since this loss may be approximated to arbitrary accuracy by appropriate choice of Din, and a best sequential procedure T* of a given class will be one for which w(T*) = 
How can T be chosen so that w(T) is as small as possible?
The Best Truncated Procedure Among all sequential procedures not requiring more than N observations, there turns out to be a best, i.e., one whose expected risk does not exceed that of any other. Moreover, the procedure can be explicitly described, by induction backwards, in such a wvay that its measurability is clear. After N -1 observationls x1, Letting N --oo yields w(T*) = ao . Now So = {wo aoj ; i.e., the best procedure T* is to take no observations if and only if there is no sequential procedure which reduces the risk below its present level. This remark, which identifies our procedure with that characterized by Wald, at least at the initial stage, will be useful in the next section.
BAYES SOLUTIONS FOR FINITE MULTI-VALUED DECISION PROBLEMS
In this section we shall seek a characterization of the optimum sequential procedure developed in section 1 in cases where the number of alter- 
Statemzent of the Problem
We are given lo hypotheses H1 , H2 ---, Hk Awhere each Hi is characterized by a probability measure ui defined over an R dimensional sample space ER and has an a priori probability gi of occurring. WVe are also given a risk matrix W = (wii), (i, j = 1, 2, * , k), where qWvj is a nonnegative real number and represents the loss incurred in accepting the hypothesis Hi whien in fact HIj is true. (We shall assume that wu,i 0 for all i. This is base(d on the supposition, which appears reasonable, that the decisionl mnaker is not to be penalized for selecting the correct alternative, no matter how unpleasant its consequences may be.) In addlition to the risk mnatrix (wi,) we shall assume that the cost of experimentation depends only on the number (it) of observations taken and is given by a function c(n) wrhich approaches infinity as n approaches infinity. The problem is to characterize the procedure for deciding on one of the 1: alternative hypotheses whichl results in a minimum average risk. This risk is defined as the average cost of takingg observations plus the average loss resulting from erroneous decisions. 
Structure of the Optimum Sequential

OPTIMUM SEQUENTIAL PROCEDURE FOR A DICHOTOMY WHEN THE COST FUNCTION IS LINEAR
We are given two alternative hypotheses H1 and H2, which, for the sake of simplicity, we assume are characterized respectively by two probability densities fj(x) and f2(x) of a random vector X in an R dimensional Euclidean space. (If X is discrete fJ(x) and f2(x) will represent the probability under the respective hypotheses that X = x). We assume that the a priori probability of H1 is g and that of 1I2 is 1-g, where g is known. (Later we shall show how to construct the minimax sequential procedure whose average risk is independent of g). We are also given two nonnegative numbers W12 and W21 where wij(i # j = 1, 2) represents the loss incurred in accepting Hi when Hi is true. In addition we shall assume that the cost per observation is a constant c which, by a suitable change in scale, can be taken as unity. We also assume that the observations taken during the course of the experiment are independent. We define Pin = I|flifi(xi) and P2n = fl%%1f2(xi) where xi , X2
x, , represent the first, second, etc., observation. If we apply the discussion of Section 2 to the dichotomy under consideration we see that the convex regions S*(i = 1, 2) reduce themselves to two intervals, A1 and I2 where 1A consists of points g such that O < g s g and 12 consists of points g such that g < g < 1 where g < 0.
Moreover, in view of the assumption of constant cost of observations, the boundaries i and g of these two intervals are independent of the number of observations taken but depend only on w12 and W21 (and, of course c, which is taken as unity).5
The intervals I, and I2 have the following properties: If the a priori probability g for H, belongs to ,1 X then there exists no sequential procedure which will result in a smaller average risk than the risk R1 = Ws2g of accepting 112 without further experimentation. If the a priori probability g for Hi belongs to '2, there exists no sequential procedure which will result in a smaller average risk than the risk R2 = w21(l -g) of accepting H1 without any further experimentation. However, in case g < g < g, then there exists a sequential test T whose average risk will be less than the minimum of R1 and R2 . Using the argument of Section 2, we see that if in the initial stage g < g, the optimum procedure is to accept H2 without taking any observations. Similarly, if in the initial stage g ) 9, the optimum procedure is to accept H1 without taking any observations. However, if g < g < g then there exists a sequential test T worth performing and this test will coincide with the optimal test T* for at least the first observation. Now suppose the first observation x1 is taken. We then compute the a posteriori probability gi that H1 is true, where gi is given by (3.1)
-~~~~~ gf1 (xi) (3.1) g= -gfl(XI) + (1 -9)f2(X )
We are now in the same position as we were initially. If g1 < g the best procedure is to stop sampling and accept H2. If gi ) g, the best procedure is to stop sampling and accept H1 . However if g < gi < g then there exists a sequential test T' and hence T* which is worth performing and we take another observation.
We thus see that the optimum sequential test T* for a dichotomy must coincide with the following procedure. For any W12 and w21 we determine We continue taking observations as long as g < gn < 0. We stop as soon as, for some n, either gn < g or gn >, g. In the former case we accept H2, in the latter case we accept H1 . A Method for Determining g and g.
The optimum test T* described above is identical with the sequential probability ratio test developed by Wald [2]. Wald's test is defined as follows: Let
From the above considerations we see that the optimum sequential test for a dichotomy with a constant cost function is completely determined by g and g. We shall therefore turn our attention to the problem of determining these quantities for any given w12 and w21 . However, before we consider this problem we state the following theorem which will be proved in Section 6: Let z be any class of sequential tests T for a
dichotomy H1, H2. Let R(g I T) be the average risk of test T when the a priori probability of H1 is g. Then inf R(g I T) is a continuous function of g in the open interval 0 < g < 1.
The above theorem implies that the risk of the sequential test T* which is best among the class of tests involving taking at least one observation is a continuous function of g. Hence it follows that at the boundaries g = g as well as g = g, the risk incurred when the appropriate decision is made with no observations must equal the average risk when observations are taken and the optimal procedure is used thereafter. Thus if we equate these two risks at g = g and also at g = g, we get two equations from which we can obtain these quantities provided, of course, we are able to compute the operating characteristics of the sequential probability ratio test. Since the two risks are equal at g = and at g = g, it follows, as previously noted, that it makes no difference whether or not those points are included in the intervals h1 and I2, respectively, where no further observations are taken.
When g = g, the risk of accepting H2 with no observations is given by 
Exact Values of g and g for a Special Class of Double Dichotomies
We are given two binomial populations 7r, and 7r2 defined by two parameters pi and P2 where pi = P(x = 1) and qi = 1 -pi = P(x=O) for i = 1, 2 and pi < P2. Let H1 stand for the hypothesis that pi is associated with 7rw and P2 is associated With 72 , and let I12 stand for the hypothesis that P2 is associated with 7r and pi is associated with W2. Let W12 be the risk of accepting H2 when H1 is true and w21 be the risk of accepting Hi1 when 1I2 is true. We assume that the cost per observation is constant and, wvithout loss of generality, is taken as uniity. Let g be the a priori probability that HI is true and hence 1 -g is the a priori probability that II2 is true. The problem is to determine q and 9 which define the optimum procedure T* for testing these hypotheses.
It is easily shown that if g and g are known, T* is defined as follows: We set 1 -g)w2L(a, b I H2) where for the given g, a and b are determined from (3.13). Since a and b are integers, the curve obtained by plotting R(g I T*) against g will consist of connected line segments.
MULTI-VALUED DECISIONS AND THE THEORY OF GAMES
The finite multi-valued decision problem can be considered as a game with Nature playing against the statistician. Nature selects a hypothesis Hi(i = 1, 2, * , k) and the statistician selects a test procedure. The pay-off function involved in this game is the risk function which consists of the average cost of experimentation plus the average loss incurred in making erroneous decisions under the test procedure selected by the statistician.
From the point of view of the theory of games, the existence of the optimum sequential procedure T* for multi-valued decisions means this: For every mixed strategy (a priori distribution) of Nature, the statistician has a pure strategy which is optimum against it. Thus, if Nature's mixed strategy were known, the statistician's problem would be solved, except for the problem of characterizing T*. But often Nature's mixed strategy is completely unknown. In that case Wald suggests that the statistician play a minimax strategy: that is, the statistician should select that decision procedure which minimizes the maximum risk. This procedure has the property that if consistently employed, the resulting average risk will be independent of Nature's a priori distribution, provided Nature's best strategy is completely mixed.
Examples of Dichotomies
In terms of the multi-valued decision problem, say the dichotomy with a constant cost function, the minimax strategy of the statistician consists of the following: For a given H1, H2 , W12, W21 and cost per observation c (which we take as unity) the statistician computes g and g and then finds that g = g* for which the risk function R(g* I T%) is a maximum. He then proceeds as if Nature always selects g* for its a priori distribution. If the hypotheses H1 and H2 involve continuous random variables, this procedure will always result in an average risk R(g I T**) which is independent of g. However, if H1 and H2 involve discrete random variables, this is no longer generally true and the statistician may have to resort to mixed strategies.
As an illustration, consider the double-dichotomy discussed in the preceding section. Suppose we have obtained g and 9 and found that R(g I T*) given in (3.24) has a maximum at g = g*. Let the a and b corresponding to g* be designated by a* and b*. Then, in order that the sequential test T** (defined by the boundaries a* and -b*) be independent of g, we must have (see 3.24), where each xi takes on the value of 1 with probability pi and -1 with probability , = 1 -pi(i = 1, 2). For any given j, the regions S , S* , and S completely define the optimal procedure. It remains to find the minimax procedure.
As shown by (4.12), the maximum conditional expected risk given that xi = 1 is 3, and this occurs when g3 < g2 293. Similarly, the maximum conditional expected risks given that xi = 2 and 3, respectively, are both equal to 3, and they occur when gi9 93 2 2g , g2 9 gi 292, respectively. Any g* satisfying these three conditions will be a least favorable a priori distribution; clearly, the only set of values is gi = 92 = 93 = 1/3. If xl = 1, the corresponding a posteriori distribution is (0, 1/2, 1/2). This is on the boundary of S , so that the optimum procedure is to stop after one observation and choose H3 . In general, then, the minimax procedure is to take one observation, stop, and accept H3 if xi = 1, H1 if xi = 2, and H2 if x = 3. The risk associated with this test is 3, of which the cost of observation is 1, and the expected loss due to incorrect decision is 2, independent of the true a priori distribution.
It may be of interest to note that the minimax test is not unique, the 
CONTINUITY OF THE RISK FUNCTION OF THE OPTIMUM TEST8
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